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Customer Journey Mapping 
Recommended Methodology  

  
 
Customer journey mapping should start with the end-to-end customer life cycle. A broad-brush overview 
is a prerequisite to prioritizing deep dives in certain segments of the life cycle, according to what’s most 
important to customers. It’s important to resist the temptation to ask about touchpoints, and instead ask 
about the customer’s steps, behind-the-scenes and at touchpoints, focusing on who cares about what and 
why. This reveals expectations of everyone who influences decision-making, especially crucial in B2B.  

Involve cross-functional representatives in customer interviews. Review the past year’s survey comments 
prior to conducting customer interviews, and assign those comments to customer life cycle steps. This 
prepares interviewers to be in-tune with what your customers have already been telling you, and to focus 
the interviews on discovering new information. 

Find out what the consequences are for satisfying – or not satisfying – each expectation. Consequences 
can be positive or negative, affecting the business financially or operationally, and/or affecting the 
influencers personally or socially. This will reveal hidden costs that are important as prioritization criteria: 
severity and frequency to the customer as a primary criteria, plus severity and frequency to your company 
as a secondary criteria. It also reveals opportunities to influence buying decisions more proactively.  

A visual aid that allows customers to doodle on all the steps from realization of a need through extinction 
of the need is very valuable for capturing more complete information rapidly. Spend some time on “what 
was the impetus” for the journey – and when there are different driving factors or circumstances as 
impetus, find out how the “who cares about why and why” differs case by case. When you see different 
expectation-sets emerge, this is criteria for customer segmentation. It is more powerful and simple to 
manage customer segments by different expectation-set personas than by traditional criteria. 
Expectation-set personas are more prescriptive to customer-facing employees and most importantly to 
non-customer-facing employees who are the ones creating products, processes, policies, infrastructure, 
communications, and handoffs with a ripple effect on customers. 

Also spend some time on “what is this being integrated with” so that you have greater context for the 
customers’ “job-to-be-done” (their ultimate objective). Knowing about integrations with various other 
hardware, software, environment, people, processes, etc. gives you great insights to value-enhancing 
opportunities and value–inhibiting issues. 

Focus post-research workshops on building cross-functional awareness of customers’ realities, empathy 
for customers, and “so what”: how can every functional area do something differently going forward to 
prevent negatives and then to increase positives. Equip workshop attendees with a wall chart of the 
customer experience journey (1 for each expectation-set) as your customer research has defined it, 
showing for each step who cares about what and why, consequences, and integrations. Prepare a persona 
description for each expectation-set, highlighting what customer want more of, and what they want less 
of. Make sure the action-planning dove-tails with or replaces existing efforts, and establish a cadence and 
methods for follow-through accountability and further cross-functional conversation and collaboration. 


